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PTCC Group AAA – Nature 2 Backyard Nature 

9 images from 3 members 

 

01-After the drought.jpg 

- cropping in on just the right hand 30% or so would allow a vertical presentation to show the 
resurrection of the flowers (shown larger) against the devastation of the dead trees. 

As it stands the flowers are a bit too small to carry the message without the title. 

02-cleo rescued.jpg   

Cute Kitty. Cropping this to a square or even a vertical  and deleting the left half or so would focus 
us more on her face and those wonderful green eyes. 

03-dragonfly.jpg   

great silhouette. consider a square crop to delete the empty right side. an effort to lighten the wings 
nearer the stalk might be rewarding. 

04-gardenmushroom.jpg  

wonderful sharp focus on the blades and the light coming through the center. the stalk base is 
distracting and most could be cropped out by giving up a little on each side and bottoming the 
photo at the bottom edge of the cap. 

05-Passing beauty.jpg  

pretty sharp, but could be sharper, maybe a higher ISO or tripod. darkening the beige in the 
background would help the flower separate from it and focus attention there. 

06-Raindrops on Rose Blossom.jpg  

 nice and sharp. pleasant color palette 

07-Rock Rose (Cistus) Close-up.jpg 

wonderfully sharp, magenta is a bit over saturated. 

08-Rock Rose (Cistus).jpeg  

 I like the close up better.  thanks for including it. 

09-Super Nest.jpg 

cropping in from the left to the first insulator wouldn't lose any of the story and would make the 
nest and bird larger.  Lightening the nest and bird (a bit) would help focus the eye there. 
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WINNERS 

 

Honorable Mentions 

03 - Dragonfly: Jennifer Berntsen 

 02 - Cleo rescued: Jennifer Bernsten  

 05 - Passing Beauty: Bill Stutts 

3rd Place 

06 - Raindrops on Rose :Doug Rothnie 

2nd Place 

04 - garden mushroom :Jennifer Berntsen 

1st Place  

07 - Close up of Rock Rose : Doug Rothnie 
 

 


